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Official’s Name Envr. 

Voting 

Listens to 

Citizens 

Ratings for Fall 2013 – Summer 2015.  Ratings are based on citizen input and 

are the opinion of SCCA, which is responsible for the contents of this report. 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Susan Gorin     A- A- 

Strong environmental ally. Working hard for her District; leadership on Sonoma 

Developmental Center is appreciated. Reaches out to other Districts and cities when 

environmental issues are at stake. Responsive to requests for an audience. 

David Rabbitt B- B+ 
Improvement on his environmental awareness. Needs to show leadership on Lafferty 

Ranch. Often reaches out, agree or disagree. Responds quickly.  

Shirlee Zane A- B+ 

Parks and Open Space stances appreciated.  Takes a stand and isn’t afraid to state 

the obvious. Disappointing outcome on green-waste being out-hauled from Sonoma 

County with no end in sight. Accessible, reaches out. 

James Gore B B 

Newest Board member. Took responsibility on Windsor tribal issue. Talks the talk; 

upcoming votes on Community Separator, Winery, VESCO policies will speak 

loudly to his reliability as an environmental vote.  

Efren Carrillo C C- 
Good votes on some environmental issues; stance on self pay stations at the beach 

appreciated. Responsive at times when issues are presented to him; can be abrasive.  

CLOVERDALE CITY COUNCIL  

Joe Palla B- C+ 
Supported low- flow toilet and laundry-to landscape programs, and supports Clover 

Springs Open Space Project. Does not seem to take public input well.  

Robert Cox B B 
Strong advocate of Sonoma Compost serving on Waste Management Board but does 

not take initiative on environmental issues. 

Gus Wolter D+ D 
Pro-developer/anti-environment. Refused to budge on his pro-Asti in UGB stance. 

Often-heavy handed. Appears unprepared at times at Council.  

Carol Russell B+   B+ 
Very supportive and active in SMART, Climate Action 2020, and Health Action. 

Generally very responsive. An ambassador and leader for Cloverdale in the County. 

Maryann Brigham C- C Doesn’t appear to be interested in environmental or land use issues. Does the basics. 

COTATI CITY COUNCIL 

John Dell’Osso A- A- 
Serves on Open Space District Advisory Committee, and holds interest in local 

wildlife issues. Response to calls, and e-mails.  

John C. Moore B B- Goes along with the majority of positive environmental votes. Response is minimal. 

Susan Harvey B+ B+ 
Makes thoughtful contributions on environmental issues, does help lead the way to 

environmental issues. Open and willing to listen to different viewpoints. 

Mark Landman A- A- 
Takes charge on environmental issues, and comes up with creative solutions; 

involved with Sonoma Clean Power, water issues, and reducing traffic. Responsive. 

Wendy Skillman B+ B 
Supports majority environmental vote, but rarely takes the lead. Tends to be 

responsive and willing to listen to input. 

HEALDSBURG CITY COUNCIL 

Tom Chambers D+ C- 
Dismisses citizen priorities for retaining small town feel and advocates for expanded 

town growth measures. Meets with voters but does not incorporate their concerns. 

Gary Plass D- D- Consistent “no” vote on environmental issues. Selectively accessible. 

Shaun McCaffery D+ C+ 
Does not enhance small town diversity. Inconsistent responses. Avoids citizen input 

on difficult issues. 

Brigette Mansell B+ B+ 
Understands environmental issues, needs to push harder and stand her ground at city 

council. Busy with her teaching job, but is willing to listen to residents. A go-getter. 

Eric Ziedrich D C- Mind is set on “building our way out.” Responsive at times. Conservative minded.  

PETALUMA CITY COUNCIL 

David Glass A- A 
Strong defender of environment and open government. Lucky to have him leading 

the city. Accessible and interested in citizen concerns. 

Chris Albertson C- C+ Seems unknowledgeable about the environment. If interested will engage; but rarely. 

Teresa Barrett A A 

Outstanding leadership on environmental issues; moves the city in a more 

environmentally conscious direction. LAFCO service is to be commended. Very 

accessible & always interested. 

Dave King B- B 
Needs some environmental policy coaching; shows some promise as an 

environmental vote. Listens and takes action. 

Mike Healy B B 
Supporter for opening of Bill Kortum Regional Park at Lafferty Ranch. Participates 

and attends Lafferty committee meetings and informs council. Usually accessible. 

Gabe Kearney C- C+ 
Not interested in the future. Does not respond to phone calls, and meets with few 

people depending on personal level of interest. 

Kathy Miller C C 
She does not show leadership or engagement on environmental issues. Can be 

responsive if interested in the topic. 
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ROHNERT PARK CITY COUNCIL 

Gina Belforte F F 
Supports business development over people and the land, does not understand 

environmental issues. Ignores citizen’s opinions on CIRs and Wal-Mart expansion.  

Jake Mackenzie A B- 
Strongly supports people and land over business development. Responds to citizen 

opinions. Involvement on regional basis is a boon for Sonoma County.  

Amy Ahanotu B- B 
Weakly supports business development over land and people. Disappointing vote 

on Wal-Mart. Very responsive. 

Joseph Callinan F F 
Does not understand environmental issues, and chooses business development over 

land and people. Ignores citizens, very unresponsive. 

Pam Stafford D D 
Supports business development, aka Wal-Mart, and dismisses the land and the 

people. Ignores citizens. Third place on a poorly performing Council.  

SANTA ROSA CITY COUNCIL 

John Sawyer C+ B+ 
Swing vote on environmental issues. Has become more aware of environmental 

issues this term. Improvement on responsiveness, willing to listen. Very visible.  

Chris Coursey A A- 
Aware of environmental concerns and acts accordingly, through water conservation 

and alternative energy. Willing to meet with public and very accessible. 

Erin Carlstrom B B 
Usually votes the environment. Passionate about certain issues and actively 

engages the public. Great votes on the City’s housing and homelessness issues.   

Julie Combs A A 
Supportive of all environmental issues. Great leadership on housing issues. Very 

responsive and makes an effort to go out of her way to express citizen concern.  

Tom Schwedhelm D+ B- 
Has no environmental record, does not show interest on environmental issues. 

Reasonably accessible to “circle of supporters;” besides that shows little response. 

Gary Wysocky A A- 

Voice of environmental policy, strong on environmental issues. Budget hawk. 

Accessible always. Can be wary towards new ideas. Never afraid to speak up for 

the environment, even when staff is not forthcoming. 

Ernesto Olivares D+ C 
Limited support on environmental issues. Accessible to “circle of supporters.” 

Lately has been more vocal at the dais. Often comes out to community events.  

SEBASTOPOL CITY COUNCIL 

Patrick Slayter A B+ 
Has become more responsive to environmental issues, and getting bike lanes. 

Improvement on approachability. Has been responsive and active as Mayor.  

Sarah Glade 

Gurney 
A A- 

Seeks out information on environmental issues; leads many times. Responds to 

input, tries to knock on every door during election cycles.  

Una Glass A A- 
New to the Council. Solid environmental record thus far. Listens. Is available to 

constituents. Formula business ordinance showed her stripes and they’re green.  

Robert Jacob A A- 
Considers the environment and has a solid vote on environmental issues. Available 

when possible; was very active as Mayor. Newsletter to community is appreciated. 

John Eder A- B+ 

Advocates on issues important to him and is willing to discuss environmental 

issues. Available when possible.  

*The challenge for all Councilmembers this year is the General Plan/UGB renewal. 

SONOMA CITY COUNCIL 

Laurie Gallian B+ B+ 
Can be timid; involvement in environmental issues could be stronger. Community 

presence is light. Reaches out at times, but could benefit from listening more. 

Madolyn 

Agrimonti 
C+ B- 

Not clear on what environmental issues she would stand for.  Unsure of her 

responsiveness since she’s so new to the council.  

Gary Edwards C C+ 
Focuses on historical preservation rather than environmental issues. Needs to be 

more approachable and open to new ideas. Still new to council. 

David Cook C B- Middle of the road environmentalist. Takes time to listen to citizens. 

Rachel Hundley C B- 
Seems to know nothing of the environment. Supports the raceway. Very responsive 

and friendly. Also new to council. 

WINDSOR TOWN COUNCIL 

Debora Fudge A A 
A reliable voice for the environment. Planning and vision for the future are her 

strong points. SMART and Compost advocacy are appreciated.  

Sam Salmon B B 
Environmental values run deep. Advocate for oak tree preservation; but at expense 

of high density housing next to the SMART station. Available to the public.  

Dominic Foppoli C B New to Town Council in 2015. Out of town often for work; has missed meetings.   

Bruce Okrepkie B- C Swing vote on the initial PAYS vote. Sonoma Clean Power board member.  

Mark Millan  B B- 
Has shown good understanding of water issues, as that is his profession. New to the 

Town Council in 2015.  

 


